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The Challenges

• Population at 1.1million and 

rising

• One of the youngest  populations 

in Europe

• Significant number of wards in 

top 10 percentile IMD

• High levels YLL in certain 

quarters

• Air Pollution

• UHI

• Pluvial and Fluvial flooding

• Demand for housing.

COVID19 pandemic has brought to 

the fore the inequality of accessible 

green space

BAME more impacted by pandemic

Higher levels of BAME in areas of 

low GI, poorer air quality and high 

UHI.

Liaison with  other  Departments  

such as Public Health  are  critical 

to understanding  impacts and  

benefits.



Past City “Improvements” - Corporation Street 

Before                                                                 After 



Tree Policy Review - Summary of recommendations.
Highways

• Clear and consistent process for assessing footway crossing applications in relation to trees.

• Surveys to BS5837 must be undertaken – for all highway projects that impact trees

• CAVAT  assessment for all trees within project areas

• The survey data to inform retention and replacement  plans and budget

• Greater involvement of Arboricultural officers at early stages

Clearer  guidance from planning:

• Aspirations for canopy cover 

• Strengthen policies and planning conditions

• Planting quality – access to soil volumes and water.

• Species diversity

• Integration into multifunctional GI

Cross City

• Canopy cover target of 25%  for the city

• New supplementary  funding system  (CAVAT) to create a “Tree Bank” to fund  replacement and  additional tree 

planting within the city.

• Formation of a “Tree Board” to oversee the management of the Urban Forest and direct spend from the tree bank. 

This group to be  formed using stakeholders from  BCC and external groups such as BTFL and Tree Wardens 

(Birmingham Tree People).



We are now facing the major challenges of climate change and where the majority of the
global population live.
We are experiencing changes in our weather patterns that include prolonged
periods of hotter weather and of intense rainfall.

For those living in cities that brings significant impacts such as the Urban Heat Island
effect and risks to health and well-being.
With an expected 70 % of the world’s population living in cites by 2050 this could
affect some 5.6 billion people worldwide.

The natural environment and trees especially can help adapt our living environment
and mitigate some of the effects we experience from climate change.

We are already recognising the importance of trees to lock away carbon, a key
component of greenhouse gases within their trunks, branches and leaves.
However trees also provide a calming visual aspect that aids mental health and wellbeing,
can help in the absorption and interception of storm water and create air
cooling effects amongst other benefits.

Knowing that trees play such an important part in ensuring cities remain habitable
for the future we need to protect the trees we have and enhance the tree scape of
Birmingham through continual planting and expansion
of canopy cover.

However trees themselves are also susceptible to climate change and the rise in non-native
pests and diseases.
So to ensure we have a resilient tree scape that continues to deliver all these benefits
there needs to be a comprehensive plan for the management of our Urban Forest.

We therefore have great pleasure in introducing this, Birmingham’s Urban Forest Master Plan for 2021-
2051.







Establishing  Canopy  Cover levels  in the City

Canopy cover  derived from UK National Tree Map (Blue Sky) and  land area but  factoring  in area of exclusion  such as  water bodies, 
dedicated  sporting  areas (stadia, cricket, football, bowls etc.) and  some designated  nature conservation  sites such as SSSI’s.

Overall, approx. 18.6%  CC by total  area  but with  excluded  areas that  increases in to the low 20%  range.               
Distribution  uneven across the  city.

By Constituency By Ward



Canopy Cover by  Lower Super Output Area  

Smallest unit  for ONS stats – approx. 1000 –
1500 residents/ 650  households – 639 LSOA’s

• Establishing  Canopy  Cover levels  in the 
City

• Canopy cover  derived from UK National Tree 
Map (Blue Sky) and  land area but  factoring  in 
area of exclusion  such as  water bodies, 
dedicated  sporting  areas (stadia, cricket, 
football, bowls etc.) and  some designated  
nature conservation  sites such as SSSI’s.

• Overall, approx. 18.6%  CC by total  area  but 
with  excluded  areas that  increases in to the 
low 20%  range.                                      
Distribution  uneven across the  city.





Climate vulnerability & risk  - using trees for Climate Adaptation 
Prioritising  areas for action 

Map changes  dynamically  based on  selected  priorities and  weighting  given to each.  

Indices of 
multiple  

deprivation



Modelling  tree planting targets and delivery  of Ecosystem Services



Individual urban  trees are an integral and crucial part of the mix. 

For a highly urban city such as Birmingham  with huge competition for land (housing, recreation, non-tree habitats etc.) a few trees in thousands of locations  has to be  a focus  rather 
than  thousands of trees  in one location. This bolsters and adds resilience to the urban forest as a whole and brings  nature and  ecosystem services to  citizens doorsteps.

Trees in these  locations  are more likely to  be non-native but can, through  careful  selection  still provide significant  wildlife benefits.

Training Our Tree Wardens and  other community  volunteers  in  undertaking  tree planting  site  constraints  assessments







Birmingham 







Birmingham’s Urban Forest 


